HERMES: Using Commit-Issue Linking to Detect Vulnerability-Fixing Commits

Abstract—Software projects today rely on many third-party libraries, and therefore, are exposed to vulnerabilities in these libraries. When a library vulnerability is fixed, users are notified and advised to upgrade to a new version of the library. However, not all vulnerabilities are publicly disclosed, and users may not be aware of vulnerabilities that may affect their applications. Due to the above challenges, there is a need for techniques which can identify and alert users to silent fixes in libraries; commits that fix bugs with security implications that are not officially disclosed.

We propose a machine learning approach to automatically identify vulnerability-fixing commits. Existing techniques consider only data within a commit, such as its commit message, which does not always have sufficiently discriminative information. To address this limitation, our approach incorporates the rich source of information from issue trackers. When a commit does not link to an issue, we use a commit-issue link recovery technique to infer the potential missing link. Our experiments are promising; incorporating information from issue trackers boosts the performance of a vulnerability-fixing commit classifier, improving over the strongest baseline by 11.1% on the entire dataset, which includes commits that do not link to an issue. On a subset of the data in which all commits explicitly link to an issue, our approach improves over the baseline by 12.5%.

Index Terms—vulnerability curation, silent fixes, commit classification, commit-issue link recovery

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern software projects rely on a large number of third-party libraries. As a result, there is a wider attack surface of any software project as attackers may exploit vulnerabilities in its library dependencies. For example, the Equifax data breach was caused by a failure to updating a version of Apache Struts with a known vulnerability [1]. As vulnerabilities are discovered in these library dependencies, they are publicly disclosed and assigned a CVE, and recorded in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). Users of the libraries are notified and advised to update their dependencies to the latest versions of the libraries [2], [3]. In practice, however, there may be bugs with security-implications that are fixed without public disclosure. In the literature, these vulnerability fixes are referred to as silent fixes [2]. Silent fixes cause users of the libraries to be unaware that their application contains a vulnerability from its use of the library. It is, therefore, valuable to users of the libraries that they are kept informed of possible vulnerabilities that are not disclosed [2].

To address the problem of silent fixes, techniques have been proposed to automatically detect vulnerability-fixing commits, but these techniques often rely only on the information within each commit. For example, some techniques use just the commit message, and others use information from the patch. However, there is often a rich context for each commit, starting from a bug report on a JIRA or GitHub issue tracker or to the ensuing discussions in the issue tracker. Developers may discuss the appropriate solution to address a bug, provide stacktraces, or describe the consequences of a bug [4]–[6].

In this paper, we suggest that using commit-issue links may help in providing the necessary information to detect vulnerability-fixing commits. Software developers may explicitly link the commit to an issue, by indicating an issue number in the commit message. Instead of using just the commit to make a judgment (as to whether it is vulnerability fixing), we incorporate information from the issues linked from each commit to enrich the information used by a classifier.

However, studies in the past have noted that developers do not necessarily link their commits to issues [7]–[9]. Leveraging these links, instead, while we empirically find a significant percentage of commits with messages that directly link to an issue, we find that over 60% of commits are unlinked, motivating a need to automatically link a relevant issue to unlinked commits. Using an existing commit-issue link recovery technique [9], we infer links between each unlinked commit and an issue that best matches it.

In this paper, we propose an approach, HERMES. The key insight of our approach is that the commit has information that enables traceability, allowing us to cross the boundary1 of a commit, linking it to issues in the issue tracker. HERMES consists of three independent classifiers, each representing a different data source. Similar to previous work, two of these classifiers identify vulnerability-fixing commits based on their commit message and by the code change. The third classifier is an issue classifier which detects vulnerability-fixing commits based on the issues that are linked from the commit, which was either explicitly provided by the developer or inferred through the use of a commit-issue link recovery technique. Finally, we fuse the classifications from each model to make a final classification based on an ensemble model [10].

Experimentally, we have evaluated HERMES and Sabetta and Bezzi’s approach [2] on 1132 vulnerability-fixing commit from SAP manually-curated dataset [11]. These commits come from 205 distinct open-source Java projects. Using the same procedure as Ponta et al. [11], we added 5995 commits from these projects that are not security-relevant, with a manual review aided by scripts and pattern-matching, filtering out outliers from the dataset. We find that considering only 37% of the commits that are explicitly linked to issues, allows HERMES

1Much like how the Greek god, Hermes, can cross the boundaries between different realms
Fig. 1: A motivating example; the commit has little discriminative information. The commit message simply contains “Fix #486”, and the code change does not indicate the purpose of the change.

Moreover, the commit message is uninformative, containing only two words.

On the other hand, by considering issue #468 linked from the commit, as shown in Figure 2, it is immediately evident that the code change is related to a vulnerability (the word “vulnerability” appears in the issue title). The issue description includes the reporter of the bug (a security team that reports vulnerabilities in various projects), the conditions under which the vulnerability can be exploited (“when content parameters are controlled by malicious attackers”), and the consequences of the vulnerability (XXE attack). Without obtaining the issue description based on the link from the commit message, a vulnerability-fixing commit detector does not consider this rich and discriminative information.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses a motivating example that motivates the use of issue information for vulnerability-commit detection. Section III highlights relevant background that this study builds upon. Section IV describes HERMES. Section V compares HERMES against other tools that detect vulnerability-fixing commits. Section VI provides some discussion and analysis of our work, as well as the threats to validity. Section VII discusses related studies. Finally, Section VIII presents our conclusions and future directions.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Figure 1 shows an example of a vulnerability-fixing commit, which consists of a code change (added and deleted code) and a commit message. The purpose of the commit may not be readily apparent by analyzing the code change itself.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Vulnerability-fixing commit classification

To detect vulnerability-fixing commits, some existing techniques take a machine learning approach for commit classification, treating the problem as a binary classification problem. Zhou and Sharma [3] convert commit messages into a vector representation (using word2vec), and use a classifier to detect vulnerability-fixing commits. Chen et al. [13] employ self-training, a semi-supervised machine learning technique, and use several features of various documents (e.g., commits) to identify vulnerability-related documents, but considers each document type in isolation.

Sabetta et al. [2] propose to use both the commit message and the content of the code change using a bag-of-words model, using two independent, base classifiers for the commit message and the code change. The output of the two base classifiers are combined using a simple mechanism: as long as one classifier identified the commit as security-relevant, the commit will be reported as security-relevant.

All of these existing techniques assume that the necessary information to make a correct classification is already present...
within the commit, in either the commit message, the code change, or both. In this study, we propose that to detect a vulnerability-fixing commit, information from other artifacts beyond a commit, such as the textual content of a corresponding issue from an issue tracker should be considered.

B. Commit-issue link recovery

While we suggest that using information from issue trackers will help, in practice, we empirically find that many commits are unlinked — this corroborates findings reported in prior studies [7], [8]. The proportion of unlinked commits have been reported to be about 35% to 40% [7], [8]. In the dataset of commits that we collected, we find that the problem is worse than what was reported in previous studies; nearly 63% of commits are unlinked. For unlinked commits, we use a technique from the literature of commit-issue link recovery to identify an issue that has the best fit with the contents of the commit, and link the issue and the commit.

In the literature of traceability research [9], [14]–[18], many techniques have been proposed to recover links between different software engineering artifacts, including between commits and issues. These techniques vary in the methods that they rely on, ranging from traditional heuristics [14]–[16], to learning-based techniques [9], [17], [18]. Recently, some sophisticated deep learning-based approaches have been proposed, including the use of transformer-based models to infer missing links.

In our study, we claim that the use of recovering missing commit-issue links improves our vulnerability-fixing commit classifier by considering another linked data source. To support this claim, we use a relatively simple link recovery technique, FRLink [9], to recover missing links for the commits in the dataset. We selected FRLink for its simplicity and ease of implementation.

FRLink distinguishes between source code and non-source code changes. FRLink models the commits and issues by extracting code-related features (e.g. function names) and text features. The similarity between the commit and issue is determined by comparing the set of features associated with them. The higher the similarity, the more likely they are linked.

For a commit, code-related features are extracted from the commit message and from both source files and non-source code files in the code change. For an issue, code-related features are extracted from the title, description, and comments. First, the text is tokenized and stop words (extremely common words, e.g. "the", "and", "is") are removed. Code-related features are terms that appear in these texts, which match a list of regular expressions [19].

Only relevant files with a code change are used in extracting the code-related features. To determine the relevance of a source file to an issue, they first checked that the code terms in the issue appear in the file.

Next, text features are extracted. This is done through a similar process as the extraction of the code-related features, but without the use of regular expressions to match terms. For a commit, text features are only extracted from the commit message and non-source code documents.

To compute the similarity of a commit and an issue, Cosine similarity is used with the popular Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighted terms. TF-IDF is a measure of the relevance of a term to a document (e.g. an issue or commit), that considers a term to be less relevant if it is commonly used in many documents, and more relevant if it appears frequently in the given document.

Finally, FRLink [9] uses a similarity threshold, which is tuned over a ground-truth dataset. This threshold is tuned for Recall, such that FRLink infers enough correct links such that a predetermined proportion of the dataset is correctly linked.

Unlike their work, our objective is not to uncover accurate links, but to find related commits and issues in a big corpus of issues. We later investigate if there is a relationship between the accuracy of the link recovery process and the effectiveness of the vulnerability-fixing commit detector. A link could be inaccurate, but could allow HERMES to use information from an issue with sufficiently similar context (e.g. an issue that describe the same code location, or a similar type of bug) such that the additional, although not necessarily accurate, information can boost the effectiveness of the vulnerability-fixing commit detector.

Later, we perform more detailed experiments on this threshold to investigate the relationship between the accuracy of commit-issue link recovery and the performance of vulnerability-fixing commit classification.

Despite the relative simplicity of FRLink, we later show that it already substantially boosts the performance of HERMES, paving the way for future work that explores synergies between these two types of research.

IV. Approach

A. Overview

Figure 3 presents a high-level design of our system. HERMES is a combination of independent modules: an issue linker, three base classifiers (commit message classifier, code change classifier, issue classifier), and a joint classifier. HERMES treats the problem as a binary classification task. It takes a commit as input, and provides a prediction of whether the commit is a vulnerability-fixing commit.

We obtain the commit message and code change from the input commit. Then, if the commit message references any issue on GitHub or a JIRA issue tracker, we directly follow the links and obtain the linked issues. For commits that are unlinked and do not have an explicit link to an issue, we infer a link to a single, most relevant issue from an issue corpus using a commit-issue link recovery technique.

The use of commit-issue link recovery enriches the dataset by providing a single issue that is relevant to the unlinked commit. When a relevant commit cannot be identified, we rely on a standard data imputation technique [20] to construct a placeholder value to input into the joint classifier. Hence, for each commit, we have three classes of information: its commit message, a code change, and the textual content of an issue related to the commit. We obtain features from each class of information, which have a different characteristic compared
to the others. For each class of information, we train one classifier that captures the information content of one facet of the commit. Each classifier computes a probability that the commit is a vulnerability-fixing commit, based on the class of information considered. The outputs from the classifiers are input into a joint classifier, which performs data fusion to determine if the commit is vulnerability-fixing, considering all three classes of information.

B. Message classifier and code change classifier

Existing studies [2], [21] using machine learning on code commits consider the commit message and the code change of a commit as different classes of information about the commit. We build our work on the same view of a code comment, and in HERMES, the message classifier and code change classifier are two of the three independent classifiers.

The message classifier ((1) in Figure 3) and code change classifier (2) in Figure 3 take the commit message and code change of a commit as input, respectively. Adopting the same feature extraction method as Sabetta et al. [2], the commit message and code change in a commit are viewed as sequences of tokens. We adopt the same preprocessing steps. First, the raw documents are tokenized. Next, we normalize and stem the tokens using Porter Stemmer [22]. Non-alphanumeric characters are filtered to remove noise. We also use a minimal TF-IDF threshold with its value is 0.05 to remove tokens that occur too infrequently and tokens that contribute little information to our classifier, retaining only informative tokens. After preprocessing, the commit messages and code changes are represented as two set of features, using two different bag-of-words.

The two set of features are input into their corresponding classifiers (commit message and code change) to train two linear Support Vector Machine models. We use the two trained models to compute two probabilities that a commit is a vulnerability-fixing commit based on the commit message and the code change. These probabilities, along with the output of the issue classifier, are input for the joint classifier, which will produce the output of HERMES.

C. Issue classifier

The main novelty of our approach is that we use issue information linked to the commits. First, we consider only issues explicitly linked to the commit message.

To leverage information contained in the linked issues, we have to identify the relevant issues that are indicated by a commit. To identify the right issue, we first manually identify the relevant issue tracker for all the projects in our dataset. Some of these projects use the GitHub issue tracker, while other projects use JIRA issue tracker. To identify the issue, we look for references to issue numbers in the commit message. Table I shows the regular expressions that we use to match references to GitHub issues and Jira issue references in the commit messages. These regular expressions are based on GitHub’s conventions for issue references [23], as well as a regular expression provided by the JIRA support [24]. After matching, we manually investigate the tokens that match the regular expressions, removing matches that are not references to issues, for example, “UTF-8”, and checked that each match correctly corresponds to an issue on the project’s issue tracker.

Next, we extract the features for representing the issue. As a commit can be linked to multiple issues, the text from every linked issue are concatenated to form a single document, from which the features for the issue classifier are extracted.

Similar to the preprocessing steps for the commit message classifier and code change classifier, the content of each issue are treated as a sequence of tokens. We performed tokenization, stop-word removal, non-alphanumeric token removal, and stemming. The issues are represented through a bag-of-words representation, which is input to a Support Vector Machine, which will produce a probability that the commit attached to the issue is a vulnerability-fixing commit ((3) in Figure 3).
D. Commit-issue link recovery

Only about a third of the commits in the dataset have an explicit link to an issue. This is a challenge of using issues to help commit classification. An approach that can work only on commits with explicit links to issues will not be generalizable – the majority of commits do not have explicit links. Therefore, while the issue classifier can be used, we also recover missing links using a commit-issue link recovery technique to provide more information ((4) in Figure 3).

To infer links for the unlinked commits, we look for tools from the literature of traceability research, which aims to construct links between different types of software artifacts including commits and issues. Among recent work, we find the work of Sun et al. [9], who propose FRLink.

Next, we construct a corpus of issues. To allows for a more realistic setting comparing commits and issues, we only obtain issues that were created in the same period as the commits in the dataset. We construct a corpus of over 290,000 issues from multiple projects with commits in the dataset.

Using FRLink, we recover commit-issue links for every unlinked commit. Each unlinked commit is linked to one issue that best matches its commit content. While commits with explicit links may reference multiple issues, we pick only one issue with the best match to link to the commit when we use FRLink. The reason for picking only one issue is that the link-recovery approach does not have a high accuracy (later discussed in detail in Section V), and we wish to avoid adding too much noise to the dataset. In practice, most commits with explicit links indicate only one corresponding issue.

We modified FRLink to allow commits to be linked to issues from different projects. While we experimented with the default configuration of linking commits only to issues from the same repository, we found that many commits would be unlinked. About 55% of unlinked issues would remain unlinked after the link recovery process. While this would certainly lead to a drop in the accuracy of the commit-issue link recovery process, we later show (in Section V) that increased accuracy may not increase the effectiveness of HERMES. By allowing links between commits and issues of different projects, HERMES considers information from issues that match a similar context (e.g. a similar bug) as the commit.

After linking every commit to the issue with the highest similarity, we train the issue classifier using the complete set of data, including the issues with links that were recovered and the issues that were originally linked by the commit authors. It may be possible that there is some natural proportion of commits that correctly do not have any link to an issue (ad-hoc commits that contain refactoring, upgrading library versions, or preparing for new releases), therefore, FRLink can be configured to leave a portion of commit without any linked issue. This proportion is controlled by the configurable threshold in FRLink. By default, we set the threshold to 100%, which will cause all commits to be linked, if possible. We hypothesized that tuning this threshold may help in reducing noise from inaccurately recovered links. Later, in our experiments, we analyse the effect of tuning the threshold.

For a small minority of unlinked commits, there are no issues that are linked to them even after performing link recovery. This is because these commits are not similar to any issue at all. For these cases, we rely on the standard data imputation technique of passing the joint classifier the mean value of the issue classifier's output. We do not run the issue classifier for these commits, and for the corresponding input to the joint model, we use the mean value output by the issue classifier for the other commits.

E. Joint classifier

By this point, we have three classifiers that each considers one class of information about the commit. Individually, each classifier may not have the necessary information to detect a vulnerability-fixing, but capture information about one facet of the commit. Similar to previous studies [2], we joint the outputs of the three classifiers by using another classifier to make the final judgment for classification ((5) in Figure 3).

From the three classifiers, we obtain three probabilities that a commit is vulnerability-fixing based on the commit message, the code change, and the issue, respectively. To fuse these probabilities into the final prediction made by HERMES, we employ stacking, an ensemble machine learning technique that uses another classifier that learns to combine the output of the individual classifiers to produce the right prediction [10]. To do that, we combine the probabilities output by the individual classifiers with a logistic regression classifier, commonly used for stacking.

The input to the logistic regression classifier is the probabilities outputs by the three classifiers. The output of the logistic regression classifier is a prediction indicating if the commit is a vulnerability-fixing commit or not. This prediction is used as the output of HERMES ((6) in Figure 3).
Our experiments are driven by these research questions:

RQ1. How effective is HERMES for commits with explicit links (provided by commit authors)?

HERMES relies on the information content of issues on the issue tracker to improve the effectiveness of the commit classifier. This research question is concerned with the effectiveness of the commit classifier when using explicit commit-issue links when indicated by the commit authors. We investigate if the use of these links helped HERMES achieves better performance.

RQ2. How effective is HERMES on all commits when leveraging a commit-issue link recovery technique?

The goal of this research question is to assess the performance of the HERMES when we use issues that are from links recovered by FRLink.

RQ3. How much does noise in the inferred links between commit-issue affect HERMES?

When commit-issue link recovery is used, the links recovered may be inaccurate. This introduces noise into the vulnerability-fixing commit classification process. We investigate the effect of noise on the effectiveness of HERMES in this research question.

A. Experimental Setting

We ran our experiment on SAP’s manually-curated dataset [11] of fixes to vulnerabilities of open-source software. At the time of our experiment, we use 1,132 instances provided on the dataset. The dataset contains information about GitHub repositories, commit IDs of vulnerability-fixing commits, which are labeled as positive commits. To train a machine learning classifier, both examples of positives (vulnerability-fixing commits) and negatives (non-vulnerability-fixing commits) are needed.

To obtain negative commits, we use the same augmentation process described by Sabetta et al. [2]. As vulnerability-fixing commits are rare compared to other types of commits (such as commits for developing new features or fixing other bugs), we sampled five random commits (which do not appear in the dataset) out of one positive commit, using manual analysis aided by scripts and pattern matching to filter outliers. These commits are obtained from the same repository and we treat them as negative cases. Following Sabetta et al. [2], we use an ad-hoc script to filter obvious outliers (extremely large, empty, or otherwise invalid commits). This gives us an imbalanced dataset, in which non-vulnerability-fixing commits outnumbers the number of vulnerability-fixing commits by roughly 5:1. Finally, the dataset contains 7,127 instances with 1,132 positive commits and 5,995 negative commits.

To obtain issue information, we retrieved them from two sources, which are issues trackers on GitHub and JIRA. For Github issues, we obtained their titles, bodies, and comments contents. For JIRA issues, we used their summaries, descriptions, and comments contents.

B. Evaluation Metrics

F1 is used to evaluated HERMES, similar to numerous studies performing classification. A true positive (TP) is a vulnerability-fixing commit that is correctly detected, a false positive (FP) is a non-vulnerability-fixing commit that is incorrectly detected as vulnerability-fixing, and a false negative (FN) is a vulnerability-fixing commit that is not detected as such. Precision (P) and Recall (R) are computed as follows:

\[
P = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} \quad R = \frac{TP}{TP+FN}
\]

These two metrics capture different desirable aspects of a vulnerability-fixing commit detector. A high precision reduces the effort by security researchers in manually checking the predicted vulnerability-fixing commits. A low precision may hinder the adoption of Software Engineering tools as more human effort is required to interpret their output [25], [26]; in the context of detecting silent fixes, it is important that vulnerability-fixing commit detectors should reduce the number of commits that are manually analyzed by security researchers, who have to assess a large volume of commits from a growing number of open-source repositories. A high recall ensures that few vulnerability-fixing commits are missed. Finally, we report F1, known as the harmonic mean of precision and recall to measure our classifier performance, calculated as follows:

\[
F1 = \frac{2(PR)}{P + R}
\]

where P and R indicate precision and recall respectively.

C. Experiment Results

1) Effectiveness of HERMES on explicitly linked subset of the data: To test the premise that including information from linked issues will help in vulnerability-fixing commit classification, we run experiments on a subset of the original dataset. In this subset, every commit is explicitly linked (by the commit authors) to at least one GitHub or JIRA issue. This subset contains 2,612 instances in which 433 instances are labeled as a vulnerability-fixing commit, and the other 2,179 instances are not.
In this initial investigation, we investigate only explicitly-linked commits in our dataset to train the issue classifier. The commit-issue link recovery technique was not used. This subset has 37% of the commits from the full dataset. The ratio of vulnerability-fixing commits to non-vulnerability-fixing commits is similar to the ratio in the original dataset.

The results of our experiments are shown in Table III. Overall, in terms of F1, HERMES improves over the approach of Sabetta et al. [2] by 12.5% ((0.72 - 0.64)/0.64). The improvements come from the higher precision of HERMES, improving over Sabetta et al. [2] from 0.54 to 0.80. Compared to Sabetta et al. [2], the use of HERMES produces fewer false alarms and leads to less human effort in inspecting commits, which is an important goal in light of the growing number of open-source libraries [27]. With explicitly-linked issues, we expect that the linked issues accurately describe the purpose of the commits. The strong experimental performance confirms our intuition that there is information in accurately linked issues that is not captured from the code change or commit message, and that this additional information improves the detection of vulnerability-fixing commits.

2) Effectiveness of commit-issue link recovery on vulnerability-fixing commit detection: Next, to assess the performance of the HERMES when we use issues from links recovered by FRLink, we automatically recovered likely links between unlinked commits to an issue from over 290,000 JIRA issues of repositories. We limit ourselves to issues that are collected from 2015. In our experiments, we first attempt to recover links for all of the unlinked commits. The dataset comprises 7,127 instances where each commit either contains at least one explicit link to an issue or a link recovered by our commit-issue link recovery technique, FRLink. Under this experimental setting, a commit would be linked to the most similar issue. As long as there is some degree of similarity to an issue, each commit would be linked to an issue. However, for 4 commits, the commit-issue link recovery technique failed to recover links as they were completely dissimilar to every issue in our issue corpus.

Table IV shows our experimental results, which is the effectiveness of HERMES on the entire dataset when we applied FRLink to connect unlinked commits with issues. Overall, HERMES has higher precision and improves over the baseline by 11.1% in terms of F1 ((0.70-0.63)/0.63).

This improvement was smaller than the improvement of HERMES over the baseline approach when evaluated only on explicitly-linked commits (from Section V-C1). This indicates that HERMES was sensitive to the quality of links between commits and issues. When there is a significant amount of inaccurate links between commits to issues, the performance of HERMES is negatively affected. Despite the decline in performance due to noise, HERMES still outperforms the baseline approach, which suggests that the use of commit-issue link recovery can help if we limit the recovery of links to only the commits and issues that are most similar.

Overall, our experimental results show that the use of techniques that recover commit-issue links helps detect vulnerability-fixing commits. This shows that even when developers do not explicitly link commits to issues, information from issues improves vulnerability-fixing commit detection.

3) Analysis of the effect of noise on HERMES: Next, we wish to investigate the relationship between the accuracy of the commit-issue link recovery and the effectiveness of HERMES.

First, we investigate the accuracy of commit-issue link recovery. To do so, we experiment on the subset of commits and issues that are explicitly linked by the commit author (e.g. the “Fix #438” commit message). Experimenting on the explicitly-linked subset of data, we run FRLink to determine if it is able to successfully recover the same link as the explicit link indicated by the commit author. FRLink could only recover 1,229 of the 2,250 explicit links, corresponding to an accuracy of 54.6%. We use the accuracy of FRLink on the explicitly-linked subset as an estimate of the accuracy of FRLink on the entire dataset.

Effect of the similarity threshold on commit-issue link recovery accuracy. When commit-issue link recovery is used, the links recovered may be inaccurate. This introduces noise into the vulnerability-fixing commit classification process. We investigate the effect of noise on the effectiveness of HERMES.

We evaluate the effect of tuning the similarity threshold in FRLink on its accuracy. Our goal is to determine if we can control the accuracy of the commit-issue link recovery process by varying the similarity threshold.

We adjust the value of the similarity threshold such that the proportion of unlinked commits is above a given number. Note that FRLink will first infer links for the most similar commit-issue pairs, and infer links the least similar commit-issue pairs last (i.e., setting the similarity threshold for FRLink to infer links for 10% of the data indicates that 90% of the unlinked commits with the lowest similarity to any issue would remain unlinked). As earlier described, there may be a natural proportion of commits that are developed without an issue in mind (e.g. ad-hoc refactoring), and it would be inaccurate to link these commits to an issue.

Our hypothesis is that the more precise the recovery of the missing links, the more effective HERMES will be. By increasing the similarity threshold, we hope to reduce the number of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sabetta et al. [2]</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERMES</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Evaluation result on all commits in the dataset
TABLE V: FRLink’s commit-issue link accuracy computed on the explicitly-linked subset of data, by varying its similarity threshold. We vary its similarity threshold to control for the proportion of unlinked commits that FRLink infer links for.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% unlinked commits linked by FRLink</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inaccurate links, or noise, that is introduced by the process. This would limit the commit-issue link recovery process only to pairs of commit and issues with high similarity. Therefore, we investigate the impact of modifying this threshold. Note that in Table IV, the value of this threshold was set for FRLink to infer links for 100% of unlinked data, i.e., FRLinks attempts to link all unlinked commits even if the best matching issue is a poor match for the commit.

Our experiments are summarized in Table V. As the threshold increases, the accuracy of the commit-issue link recovery process decreases. The higher the similarity threshold, the more accurate the recovered links. From our experiments, we conclude that it is unlikely that we can recover links for all commits at a high level of accuracy; however, by limiting the recovery of links using the similarity threshold, we can choose to only recover accurate links.

**Effect of inaccurate links.** Next, we assess the impact of inaccurate links on HERMES. On top of the explicitly-linked subset of the data, we add commits with links inferred by FRLink. We vary the similarity threshold and add the commits with inferred links to issues with similarity higher than the threshold. At low levels of the threshold, the added links are expected to be more accurate, as we have seen earlier in Table V. Our hypothesis is that HERMES is more effective when the commit-issue links are more accurate.

Table VI shows the results of the experiment. On one hand, HERMES performs best when only explicitly linked commit-issue links are used. On the other hand, this limits the data coverage of HERMES, as it cannot make accurate predictions for unlinked data, which is the majority of the dataset. Indeed, there is a tradeoff between accuracy and coverage. At its most accurate, HERMES covers only 37% of the dataset (the explicitly linked subset). To cover 68% of the dataset (by inferring links for 50% of the unlinked commits), the F1 of HERMES declines to 0.67. If we wish to use HERMES on as many commits as possible, we should allow the inference of commit-issue links for as many unlinked commits as possible.

To conclude, the performance of HERMES declines with noise introduced by commit-issue link recovery. HERMES has the best performance when using only explicitly-linked issues, but this restricts its application to only a minority of the dataset. Moreover, when increasing coverage by inferring links for more of the dataset, HERMES only faces a slight decline in performance but still has a high overall effectiveness.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Limiting link inference to projects developed under similar development practices

While we have evaluated HERMES on a large number of different projects, we also wish to investigate the performance of HERMES if it is deployed on a set of projects that are more likely to be homogeneous in their software engineering practices. In an additional experiment, we investigate the performance of HERMES when both the commits and issues considered are limited to only projects that are under the Apache organization.

In this experiment, commit-issue link recovery is limited to between commits and issues that are created under Apache projects, which use similar software development practices. This may aid the commit-issue link recovery process in creating more relevant links. We obtain 2,402 unlinked commits that were made in projects under the Apache foundation. For these commits, we inferred commit-issue links using FRLink, producing 2,383 commit-issue links. The recovery process failed to find a link to any issue for 19 commits, as they were completely dissimilar to every issue in the Apache organization. In total, this experimental setting uses 4,995 commits, of which 2,383 commits were initially unlinked and 2,616 commits had a developer-indicated, explicit link to an issue.

In this experimental setting, HERMES achieves an F1 of 0.74. This strong evaluation result is better than the evaluation results achieved on only commits with explicit links to issues (F1 of 0.72). This suggests that HERMES’s performance may be related to the homogeneity of the software development practices.

B. Qualitative Analysis

In this section, we perform a qualitative analysis of the results of HERMES. Our objective is to understand the situations under which commit-issue linking aids HERMES in detecting vulnerability-fixing commits.
Fig. 4: Short snippet of the code change from a commit of VertX with the commit message “Create safe xml parsers”

```java
@Override
public RequestParameter isValid(String value) throws ValidationException {
    try {
        DocumentBuilder parser = DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance().newDocumentBuilder();
        Document document = parser.parse(value);
        this.schemaValidator.validate(new DOMSource(document));
        return RequestParameter.create(document);
    }
}
```

Fig. 5: A snippet of the issue (XERCESJ-1702) description that was most similar to the commit in Figure 4 during commit-issue link recovery. The link from the commit to XERCESJ-1702 allows HERMES to make the right classification despite the inaccuracy of the link.

Figure 4 shows an example of a commit which HERMES only detected as a vulnerability-fixing commit after it was linked to an issue in a different project. Figure 5 shows the inaccurately linked issue (XERCESJ-2701). While some security-related tokens appeared in the commit, the code change and message classifier did not detect that the commit was vulnerability-fixing, since these terms may have appeared just as frequently in non-vulnerability-fixing commits. The commit in the VertX project matched an issue from the XercesJ project describing a similar functionality (parsing XML files) with the use of similar functions (i.e., the `newDocumentBuilder` function). The issue description described a possible consequence (an infinite loop) of the code used in the commit, which allowed the issue classifier to determine that the issue was related to a vulnerability.

Although the issue did not directly match the commit and they were inaccurately linked, they share a similar context. Moreover, the issue provided useful information about the functions used in the code, and described a possible consequence of the code that was changed by the commit. For HERMES to determine if the commit was vulnerability-related, information from the issue was essential.

**Tradeoff between linking accuracy and coverage of commits.** While modifying the threshold to only link a small number of commits leads to higher link accuracy, it also causes HERMES to lack additional information when making predictions for the rest of the unlinked commits. In other words, the similarity threshold used in commit-issue link recovery represents a trade-off in terms of the accuracy of HERMES on the linked commits and the proportion of total commits that HERMES can more accurately make predictions. Our experimental results indicate that there is only a minor decrease in F1 when we increase the coverage of HERMES by inferring commit-issue links.

**Implications on vulnerability disclosure practices.** An implication of our work is that library developers should consider the possibility of attackers using automatic traceability techniques to detect vulnerability fixes, even if developers try to limit the dissemination of the vulnerability by limiting discussion of the vulnerability and silently fixing it.

As such, our findings suggest that library developers should not hope that a silent fix goes undetected, and take steps to disclose the vulnerability to mitigate possible exploitation in client projects using the library.

**Implications for future research.** For detecting silent fixes, our findings indicate that information outside of a commit should be considered. While many studies use sophisticated machine learning techniques to classify commits, we find that we obtained good results from the composition of relatively simple techniques by considering more practical sources of information. Our study suggests that other informative sources of data may be overlooked.

**C. Threats to Validity**

To mitigate threats to internal validity, which are concerned with mistakes in the implementation and analysis of HERMES, we have double-checked our source code and data. We selected a commit-issue link recovery technique that is simple to understand and implement, which helps us to avoid mistakes in our implementation. However, there may still be errors. To validate our approach, we have conducted experiments to understand the performance of HERMES in detail. Our source code and data are available in our replication package [12], which future work can analyze and build on.

Another threat to validity is our reliance on the assumption that the commits are made to address an issue in the issue tracker. In practice, ad-hoc commits may be made without considering the issue tracker. This threat is mitigated as we have evaluated the effect of the accuracy of commit-issue

---

2 https://github.com/vert-x3/vertx-web/commit/d814d22ade14bafec47c4447a4b0f90f05e8
3 https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/XERCESJ-1702
link recovery on the effectiveness of HERMES in Section V. Moreover, in Section VI, we have discussed that inaccurately linked issues may still provide helpful information related to the commit.

To minimize threats to construct validity, we used the same standard evaluation metrics used in numerous studies in software engineering. We constructed the dataset in the same way as prior studies [2], and using the same process as prior work [2], [3] to clean the dataset.

To reduce risk from threats to external validity, which is concerned with the generalizability of our findings, the dataset used in our experiments contains a large number of commits from a range of different projects. While we do not use the latest approaches proposed for commit-issue link recovery, we expect our findings to generalize as we use a representative tool that shares the main insight employed by most link recovery techniques: the more similar two artifacts are, the more likely that there is a link between them. In this work, we aimed for simplicity to make our approach interpretable to accurately identify and analyze the source of our improvements (the use of issues) [28]. The use of the latest approaches is likely to increase the performance of HERMES, and we leave this for future work.

VII. Related Work

Many studies have proposed various ways to analyze code commits. Some studies [29]–[34] analyze code changes, but do not classify commits. Yuan et al. [35] proposed to use the machine learning framework, Learning from Positive and Unlabelled examples [36], to detect bug fixing commits in the Linux kernel. In this work, we classify vulnerability-fixing commits in multiple projects.

VCCFinder [37] and DeepCVA [38] aim to identify suspicious commits. Our work is similar in that we assess commits to understand security risks, but while VCCFinder and DeepCVA focus on detecting commits introducing vulnerabilities, our work focuses on detecting vulnerability-fixing commits.

PatchNet [39] and DeepJIT [40] propose techniques to use deep learning on code commit classification, including detecting defect-introducing commits. CC2Vec [21] uses deep learning to learn vector representation of code changes based on the commit message each code change is associated with. Subsequent studies [41]–[43] show that simpler approaches can outperform Deep Learning in Just-in-Time defect prediction. Other researchers classify commits into maintenance and non-maintenance activities [44]. Researchers have also proposed methods of generating commit messages from code comments [30]–[34]. In these studies, the proposed techniques do not consider information beyond the commit, while we enrich the commit data using issues from issue trackers.

Apart from detecting vulnerabilities through the analysis of commits, other studies have proposed methods of detecting vulnerabilities from software development artifacts. Chen et al. [13] and Ramsauer et al. [45] propose to identify vulnerabilities from artifacts other than commits, including discussions on mailing lists.

Our work builds on the literature on software artifact traceability. This field of research is interested in studying and establishing connections between various software engineering artifacts, such as commits, documentation, and issue descriptions. Many techniques to infer links between software engineering artifacts have been proposed [9], [18], [46]–[49]. Recent work focuses on using powerful machine learning models to generate links between artifacts [18], [47]. It has been noted that existing techniques are not adopted in practice due to their poor accuracy [47], a limitation that we also faced in our work. As techniques on recovering links between commits and issues become more effective, our proposed approach will be able to leverage these new innovations to become more effective. In this study, we build HERMES and use a commit-issue link recovery technique, FRLink [9], to boost the performance of HERMES.

VIII. Conclusion and Future Work

We are the first to suggest that using data within a commit may be insufficient to correctly classify it, and we show that commit-issue links help in vulnerability-fixing commit detection. We explore the use of a commit-issue link recovery technique to enrich a dataset previously used for assessing existing detectors of silent fixes. We find that, despite its inaccuracy, it increases the effectiveness of the commit classifier. Our approach, HERMES, substantially improves over the state-of-the-art vulnerability-fixing commit classifier by over 15% on commits that explicitly link to issues. When the use of commit-issue link recovery is required, our technique improves over the baseline by over 7%. We conducted a comprehensive set of experiments to analyse and understand the performance of HERMES, and highlight aspects that should be further investigated in the future. Our code and data are available in a replication package [12].

HERMES relies on lightweight machine learning techniques, and builds on work from software traceability research. The evaluation results we obtain from using a commit-issue link recovery technique is promising – our evaluation of HERMES opens up the possibility that new innovations in software traceability research could help to enhance the detection of vulnerability-fixing commits.

In the future, we will evaluate our technique with the use of different commit-issue link recovery techniques. Furthermore, our promising results suggest that incorporating information from other software engineering artifacts will further improve the effectiveness of vulnerability-fixing commit classification. We will also explore using other software engineering artifacts, such as discussions on mailing lists or links between issues from different repositories, to further enrich our dataset.
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